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PRESENT: David Riley – Chairman  

Vanessa Clifford – Deputy Chairman 
Chris Preston 
Jo Gillespie 

  Ra Hennessy (until 1200 noon) 
  James Evans  
  Steve Sheridan  
  Phil Hagen 
  Clive Blount 
  Jason Losty 
  Stuart McIntosh Harbour Master/Chief Executive 
 

In Attendance: Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker, and Chief Executive Designate 
Gary Hall.  

 
1.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Declarations of Interest and Declarations of Related Party Transactions for Cowes Harbour 
Commissioners are documented in the CHC Interest Records and on the CHC website.  
 
Chairman David Riley noted he would raise a matter on Cowes Town Waterfront Trust (CTWT) 
and stated his wife is a Director of CTWT and he therefore declared a potential conflict of interest.  
 

2.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
None. 
 

3. MINUTES OF THE MONTHLY NOVEMBER MEETING 
The minutes of the meeting held on Friday, 20th November 2020 having been sent out it was 
resolved that they be signed as a true and complete record of business transacted.  
 

4.   MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
5. Harbour Master / Chief Executive’s Report September 2020 
2. Port Marine Safety Code 
2.3 Incident Reports and Near Miss Reports since Last HM Report: HM reported the incident at 
the RORC race start last year has been discussed with the SNPCC (Solent Navigation 
and Pilotage Coordination Committee) but that further discussions are needed with the SCRA 
and Cowes clubs to tighten up protocols and procedures. HM stated CHC would look to take this 
forward over the next few months.  

Action: HM/DHM-MS 
 

2.5 Enforcement and Prosecution 
Whitegates Public Pontoon: HM reported on CHC’s work with Newport Harbour on the pontoons 
and stated CHC had put the required tort notices in place and removed vessels as planned and 
would be getting rid of these together with other vessels for disposal at the Cowes Harbour 
Services Boatyard. Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker stated the new CCTV is 
due to be installed on 12th February to cover the walkway out to the hammerhead pontoon.  

Action: HM/DHM-MS 
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Jo Gillespie enquired if the CCTV for The Green would be installed as well. Deputy Harbour 
Master Marine Services Ed Walker stated there is no plan to put any camera pointing further 
west and it would also be necessary to discuss this with the Isle of Wight Council regarding 
privacy on the beach. Jo Gillespie stated speeding off The Green is a perennial spring, summer, 
autumn issue and CHC needs to take action. Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker 
stated CHC would look at adjusting existing cameras or if installing another camera was a viable 
option.  

Action: HM/DHM-MS 
 
Chris Preston commented speeding was a real concern the previous year, as Commissioners 
were aware, but over recent months he has seen prompt action by harbour patrols when there 
has been speeding, which has been impressive.  

 
7. Harbour Proposals Consultation: HM stated the Board were due to have a workshop on Project 
Concept, potentially in March or April, at which the topic of Commissioner remuneration would 
also be discussed, and the Chairman David Riley would arrange a meeting at a suitable time. 

Action: DR/HM 
 
9. Any Other Business 
a) Weather monitoring vessel: HM stated the weather data would be live prior to the season and 
noted there had been some storm damage to equipment, which has been sent away for repair. 

Action: HM 
 

3.6 Communications and Marketing 
Cowes Place Plan: HM stated the minutes from the Cowes Place Plan meeting with CHC had 
been circulated to Commissioners.  
 
5. Safety: HM stated he had discussed and reviewed these items with Deputy Harbour Master 
Marine Services Ed Walker, and they should all be covered in the Harbour Master’s Report, 
including the Port Marine Safety Code update.  
 
6. Marine Services/Chief Executive’s Report 
East Cowes Sailing Club and Whitegates Pontoons: HM reported there had been extensive 
discussions with East Cowes Sailing Club (ECSC) on the different layouts for the new pontoons 
at Whitegates to address the concerns of some of their members, in particular on access to their 
slipway. HM stated CHC has now agreed a layout with ECSC, however, due to the Club 
constitution the proposal will need to go to all members at an extraordinary meeting, but the Club 
articles do not allow an extraordinary meeting to be held virtually. HM stated the Club has 
therefore postponed the decision until after the lockdown but noted that whilst CHC is waiting on 
ECSC the new layout is being progressed with the MMO (Marine Management Organisation). 
Chris Preston noted most other sailing clubs have had little difficulty in changing their articles 
where required and advice is available to clubs if they want to do so.  
 
Water Taxi Service: HM stated CHC needed to set up a meeting with the current water taxi 
providers and look at the possibility of going out to re-tender and including this as a potential 
stakeholder dividend application.  

Action: HM 
 
8. Stakeholder Dividend/Community Engagement 
a) SCRA/SWL: HM stated this would be an agenda item. 
 
b) Darings: HM stated CHC had concluded correspondence with the Daring Class on their 
request but will wait to see if further requests come in. HM noted CHC has allowed the Darings 
to delay confirmation on whether they will take up their moorings this year until mid-February.  

Action: HM 
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c) Cowes United Committee Boat: HM stated CHC had received no further communication. 
 
d) Folly Defibrillator: HM stated this action is with Deputy Harbour Master Statutory Jon Howden. 
 
10. CHC 2020 Annual Meeting – Date & Format: HM stated this had been held and completed. 
 
11. Commissioner Appointments/Appraisals: Chairman David Riley highlighted CHC’s current 
Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker will be promoted to Harbour Master on 1st 
February and there will be a change from that date of the prime responsibility of Harbour Master 
from Stuart McIntosh to Ed Walker. Chairman David Riley stated there have been questions from 
stakeholders about whether having a separate Chief Executive and a Harbour Master is 
devaluing safety in the harbour, to which he has answered it will do the opposite. Chairman David 
Riley confirmed the Board’s approval to Chief Executive Designate Gary Hall being co-opted as 
a Harbour Commissioner from the commencement of his employment on 1st February.  
 
Chairman David Riley noted Chris Preston and Jo Gillespie had completed two three-year terms 
at the end of April and both have indicated they will not be applying for a third term. Chairman 
David Riley thanked them both for their extremely valuable help during his five years as 
Chairman. Chairman David Riley stated James Evans will have completed his first three-year 
term and would like to stand for reappointment, and Jason Losty, who had been co-opted on to 
the Board, would like to stand for a three-year term. Chairman David Riley stated after consulting 
Commissioners he proposed the following: 

1. James Evans to be appointed for a second three-year term.  
2. Jason Losty to be appointed for a three-year term.  

 
Chairman David Riley stated the Harbour Advisory Committee (CHAC) would be informed of 
CHC’s reasons for these decisions and the Board unanimously approved both appointments.  

Action: DR 
 

Chairman David Riley stated CHC will be recruiting and interviewing for one new Commissioner, 
and it was important in this day and age to prioritise someone with expertise and experience in 
sustainability and conservation. Chris Preston strongly supported this recommendation and its 
importance for the decisions CHC takes and its engagement with stakeholders.  

Action: DR/HM 
 

5.   SAFETY  
a) HARBOUR MASTER’S REPORT – JANUARY 2020 
The Harbour Master/Chief Executive’s report was circulated with the papers for the meeting and 
was fully considered by the Board. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of record.  
 
1. Cowes Harbour Commission 
1.1 Personnel 
Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services (DHM-MS) Ed Walker stated one member of staff had 
left to pursue other career opportunities and six staff are currently furloughed part-time or full 
time but CHC is maintaining all statutory duties.  
 
2.4 Other recorded incidents since last HM Report 
DHM-MS Ed Walker stated CHC has done considerable work on the reporting of incidents and 
incident categories with Jo Gillespie and Jason Losty. DHM-MS Ed Walker stated CHC would 
now use the same software for recording incidents as is used for navigational risk assessments 
with the intention of having more reportable and trend analysis, which will assist in the production 
of an annual summary on safety. DHM-MS Ed Walker highlighted the breakdown of 2020 
incidents and the significant increase in incidents, which was largely due to improved reporting 
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and increased leisure use following the end of the first lockdown. DHM-MS Ed Walker stated 
CHC had also had a very good level of assistance from the Hampshire Marine Police Unit.  
 
2. Port Marine Safety Code (PMSC) 
2.10 PMSC External Audit 
DHM-MS Ed Walker stated all the actions from the PMSC audit are complete apart from the staff 
handbook, which is under review. DHM-MS Ed Walker stated the MCA (Maritime and Coastguard 
Agency) conducted a health check in November with no issues reported and the MCA were 
satisfied with progress on the outstanding actions from the January 2020 audit.  
 
Chief Executive and Harbour Master roles 
DHM-MS Ed Walker reported CHC has started work on the splitting of the Chief Executive and 
Harbour Master roles and how it is documented, and this will be reviewed with Chief Executive 
Designate Gary Hall when he starts on 1st February and brought to the February Board meeting. 

Action: HM/DHM-MS 
 

3. Cowes Harbour Authority 
3.2 Chain Ferry  
DHM-MS Ed Walker stated there had been a few Chain Ferry incidents during November, 
December and January, and the ferry is now back in service with no issues.   
 
b) SAFETY MONTHLY THEME – PORT MARINE SAFETY CODE AND HSE 
DHM-MS Ed Walker stated Steve Sheridan had proposed CHC could use the topic of lifting as 
January’s safety theme and noted this will be covered at a future meeting but CHC had decided 
to go back to basics first by covering the Port Marine Safety Code (PMSC) and HSE. DHM-MS 
Ed Walker highlighted to Commissioners the explanation and information on the PMSC in the 
Harbour Master’s Report.  
 
Jo Gillespie referred to the Harbour Master’s Report overall and stated there have been very 
good enhancements and steps forward made. Jo Gillespie emphasised a key point about the 
PMSC in that it is through compliance with the Code that CHC demonstrates compliance with 
the legislation but highlighted that it is only through CHC staff compliance with policies and 
procedures that CHC can comply with the PMSC and thereby comply with legislation and 
regulation. Jo Gillespie emphasised that procedural compliance is therefore vital.  
 
Jo Gillespie enquired if CHC is confident that there will not be another instance of a speed limit 
sign missing or damaged for a 12 month period because that is not acceptable from a safety 
perspective. DHM-MS Ed Walker stated he was very confident, and lessons had been learnt.  
 
Clive Blount reminded the Board of the BPA (British Ports Association) virtual briefing on the 
PMSC for all Duty Holders is on 2nd February, the details of which were in the BPA email of 14th 
January. Clive Blount stated he was very interested and encouraged Commissioners to book. 
 
Jason Losty referred to the Hampshire Marine Police Unit’s Operation Wavebreaker to address 
the issues of anti-social behaviour on the water and enquired if there were plans to carry this on 
into 2021 and suggested CHC could write a letter of support for the initiative. DHM-MS Ed Walker 
stated as far as he was aware the initiative would be rolled on annually, subject to funding, and 
noted the operation had had huge success last year in the Solent. DHM-MS Ed Walker stated 
CHC has already sent written support for the initiative to continue and the Hampshire Marine 
Police Unit would be running a training course on 25th March for all statutory harbour authorities.  

 
6. MARINE SERVICES REPORT 

The Marine Services Report was circulated with the papers for the meeting and was fully 
considered by the Board. The report is attached to these Minutes as a matter of record. HM noted 
the reports from the Marine Services Manager and Communications & Marketing Officer were 
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omitted from the report that was sent out ahead of the meeting, but he would highlight any issues. 
HM stated he had reviewed those reports and could circulate them to Commissioners.  

Action: HM 
 
HM noted the Marine Services Manager’s report had provided an update on the lockdown at 
Shepards Marina and Cowes Harbour Services Boatyard and that work at the boatyard was 
significantly down compared to usual. HM reported part of the Folly pontoon had been repaired 
in December CHC is trialling a fibreglass mesh pontoon.  
 
1. East Cowes Slipway Project 
HM stated the East Cowes Slipway Project had been a high priority for the Harbour Advisory 
Committee (CHAC) and stakeholders for a considerable period of time and both the CHAC and 
CHC Commissioners have wanted to prioritise and get this project going again. HM stated he 
has been liaising with Ben Willows, CEO of UKSA and Vice Chair of the CHAC on how best to 
take the project forward with the project working group and the importance of East Cowes Town 
Council (ECTC) as the slipway would impact their Esplanade and East Cowes Town Plan.  
 
HM reported there have been discussions with the East Cowes Town Mayor and CHC attended 
and gave a presentation to an ECTC meeting of their facilities committee. The project was then 
taken to a full meeting of the ECTC with a proposal for ECTC to be the lead body on the slipway 
working group and to include the slipway within their Town Plan. HM reported he had received 
an email from the ECTC Town Clerk saying the topic was discussed at the full meeting and ECTC 
very much appreciated being consulted but due to resources and the fact the slipway will be on 
Isle of Wight Council’s leased land, they have declined to be the lead body. HM proposed CHC 
should now engage directly with the Isle of Wight Council (IWC) and request that they be the 
lead body as that is now ECTC’s preferred option.  

Action: HM 
 
Chairman David Riley noted that CHC had progressed as far as it were able to on the East 
Cowes Slipway project and remained prepared to continue to support the Local Authorities in 
progressing further. However, it was now the responsibility of the Local Authorities (either ECTC 
or IWC as they between them consider appropriate) to lead on this project as they own the land 
and are the planning authority. CHAC to be informed accordingly. 

Action: HM 
 
HM stated there have been frustrations, but the slipway project is an access to the water issue 
that many stakeholders have been pushing for and his view was that it is incumbent on CHC to 
still try and facilitate taking the project forward. HM recommended CHC should not be the lead 
body. HM highlighted the position of the current Dover Road slipway and its proximity to Red 
Funnel and potential risks and stated if there was a marine accident and a fatality, then CHC as 
harbour authority could have some responsibility. Chris Preston and Vanessa Clifford 
recommended CHC should speak again to UKSA and ECTC to discuss their position and level 
of involvement going forward.  

Action: HM 
 
2. Whitegates/East Cowes Sailing Club pontoon investment project 
HM stated this had already been covered earlier in the meeting and he would take Chris 
Preston’s advice to point ECSC in the direction of the RYA for advice on meetings during Covid. 

Action: HM 
 
3. Survey/Maintenance Dredge 2020-2021 
HM reminded the Board CHC carries out a full bathymetric survey of the harbour and intertidal 
area annually, and from that calculations are done to determine any areas of erosion or silting. 
HM stated the survey was completed in December but some of the results have been delayed 
due to Covid. HM stated CHC has received the results for Shepards Marina and a maintenance 
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dredge is being considered ahead of the season. HM stated CHC has also been liaising with 
other dredging stakeholders on the potential benefits of combining maintenance dredge 
campaigns for cost and operational efficiencies. HM stated CHC may make a decision to 
proceed with the Shepards Marina maintenance dredge prior to the February meeting. 

Action: HM 
 
HM reported the feedback from the surveys on the Eastern Channel indicates the channel is 
very stable and has not silted up or appeared to have had any significant deposition, which is 
extremely good news. Clive Blount stated this is indeed good news and a potential opportunity 
to highlight his summary report on the natural environment of the Medina and harbour, which 
has been reviewed by Dr Rob Nunny. HM recommended all Commissioners should read Clive 
Blount’s report that is available to view on the CHC website and stated he would discuss with 
the Communications & Marketing Officer how to give it greater visibility.  

Action: HM 
 
7. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT – DECEMBER 2020 

The Commissioners noted that the financial management report for December 2020 had been 
considered in detail in the “In Committee” section of the meeting. The Commissioners noted that 
the accounts as presented in the management report had been in order and agreed.   
 

8. STAKEHOLDER DIVIDEND/COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
a) SCRA/CWL 
The SCRA (Solent Cruising and Racing Association) stakeholder dividend paper regarding their 
request for financial support for the race marks was circulated with the papers for the meeting. 
HM referred the Board to the paper and Commissioners discussed the topic in detail. 
Commissioners stated stakeholder applications should not be retrospective as was the case 
with the SCRA application, as this could set an extremely bad precedent, but acknowledged 
CHC needed to be helping and supporting Cowes yachting and the racing community. The 
Board noted the SCRA/CWL (Cowes Week Ltd) sell sponsorship for the race marks to cover 
the costs associated with the marks and that CHC had assisted local racing and CWL with a 
£12k stakeholder dividend in 2020. Commissioners queried whether it was appropriate for CHC 
to support the SCRA, an activity that goes across the whole of the Solent. The Board noted the 
importance of continuing to work on further improving relations and understanding between CHC 
and CWL and looking at how best CHC can help with the challenges ahead for 2021.  
 
Vanessa Clifford stated CHC has acknowledged the need to continue working on finalising 
CHC’s stakeholder benefit policies, definitions and processes and noted the sooner CHC can 
complete this work the easier it will be to respond to stakeholder benefit applications. James 
Evans highlighted that going forward CHC needs a much clearer process for the consideration 
and decision on applications for stakeholder dividends with recommendations brought to the 
Board for consideration.  

Action: HM 
 
The Board agreed CHC needs to continue to build these relationships with individuals and 
organisations and suggested setting up a meeting between CHC, CWL and the SCRA to discuss 
the matter in an open forum with transparency and improved communications. Chief Executive 
Designate Gary Hall stated there is an ideal opportunity with him joining CHC in February to 
review this stakeholder dividend application and be part of the meeting with CWL and SCRA. 
Chairman David Riley acknowledged CHC needed more information to properly consider the 
SCRA/CWL application and justify any stakeholder dividend given and emphasised CHC 
understands the need and wants to support yacht racing in Cowes and move this forward in a 
positive manner with the new Chief Executive.   

Action: DR/HM 
 

Cowes Town Waterfront Trust (CTWT) 
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Chairman David Riley stated he had been approached by the Chairman of CTWT regarding a 
potential commercial request or stakeholder benefit. The HM stated he would contact the 
Chairman of CTWT to discuss the matter.  

Action: HM 
 
9. KINGSTON DEVELOPMENT 

HM stated the development plans are being taken forward by CHC’s project consultants, 
architects and engineers, and informed the Board all the planning documentation is now ready 
for submission. HM stated CHC has been working on preparing the detailed specification for the 
phase 1 groundworks on the aggregate terrace to allow that to be concreted.  

Action: HM 
 

10. CHAC NOVEMBER MINUTES TO CONSIDER 
The Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee (CHAC) November minutes were circulated with the 
papers for the meeting. Chairman David Riley informed the Board that the CHAC would be 
holding a meeting on 19th February, so they can meet Chief Executive Designate Gary Hall and 
noted it will be the last CHAC meeting that the HM will attend.  

Action: HM 
 

11. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
a) Personal Watercraft (PW) license 
Steve Sheridan enquired if there was news on a PW licence for Cowes. HM responded CHC is 
taking this forward and doing considerable work towards introducing a cross-Solent permit 
scheme and discussing this with other Solent harbour authorities as well as the Hampshire 
Marine Police. HM stated Deputy Harbour Master Marine Services Ed Walker is actively involved 
in this matter.  

Action: HM/DHM-MS 
 
b) Proposed 5G for Cowes Week 
Steve Sheridan enquired if there were any implications for CHC regarding the proposed 5G plan 
for Cowes Week, which has been reported in the media. HM replied he had not had discussions 
with CWL on this but could ask if there is any potential involvement or benefit for CHC.  

Action: HM 
 
 

As there was no further business the Chairman formally closed the public section of the meeting 
at 1232. 

 
Date of next four meetings:  

Friday 26th February 2021 
Friday 19th March 2021 
Friday 23rd April 2021 
Friday 21st May 2021 
 


